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ON THE STOKES MATRIX FOR

A FAMILY OF INFINITELY DEGENERATE OPERATORS

OF SECOND ORDER

0. Introduction

By

Michael Rfjssig and Karen Yagdjian

In [17] hypoellipticity and local non-solvability were studied for a special

family of infinitelydegenerate operators of second order. The family of operators

was chosen such that for <pe (―rc/2,n/2) the operators Pv are degenerate elliptic

besides for q>― ±§.In these cases the operators are weakly hyperbolic. More

precisely, the family of operators {^}?e[0)W/2)≫

(0.1) P9 = D} + ^r4exp(-2|r|-1)D2 - b(t)e^r4Qxp(-＼t＼-l)Dx

was considered, while

(0.2) b{t)=
{ b.eC

h+eC

when t < 0,

when t > 0,

is a piecewise constant function. In [10] hypoellipticityand non-hypoellipticity for

Po were studied in the cases b+ = b- and b+ = ―£_.In both papers [10],[17] a

connection between hypoellipticityfor degenerate ellipticand effect of branching

of singularitiesfor weakly hyperbolic operator was mentioned. The full classi-

fication for hypoellipticityin [17] and for branching properties for the corre-

sponding weakly hyperbolic operator in [1] makes it possible to conclude an

interesting connection.

"The weakly hyperbolic equation Pn/2U = 0 has a solution whose wave front

set coincides with a simple ray passes through the origin (0,0) and is completely

reflected by it if and only if the operator Po is not hypoelliptic at the origin."

This observation seems to be new and very interesting in the theory of

degenerate partial differential operators. Is this observation a chance for the

special family of operators (0.1), (0.2)? May be not, because one can find the

same connection for a special family of finitelydegenerate operators. It follows
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from results of [7], [14], [22]. In the present paper we deal with the family of

infinitely degenerate operators {L(p}0e(_n/2 m,

(0.3) L- := D]u + X2{t)e2^D2xu - b(t)e^Dxu,

where the coefficients X(i), b(t) satisfy the assumptions which are cited in section 1.

Hypoellipticity and local solvability for Lq were investigated in several

papers. Firstly, let us mention the case that X ― X(t) has a zero of finite order in

t = 0. In [8] hypoellipticity was proved if b(t) = 0. Some examples of operators

Lq with term of lower order were studied in [7], [14]. Hypoellipticity for general

operator Lq was obtained in [26], [16].

Secondly, we cite some papers for the case that X = X(t) has a zero of infinite

order (infinite degeneracy). The result from [8] was generalized in [5]. The papers

[9], [21] are devoted even to the case of operator Lq with infinite degeneracy

including term of lower order. The Levi conditions were used there are more

restrictive than the ones are formulated later (see (1.5)).

May be that one cannot expect this interesting connection in the general

case {Lq,} of (0.3) because it implies connection between elliptic and hyperbolic

theory. But for {iV)>e[o,7t/2) some other properties could be proved in [17]:

(Al) Assume that neither b+ = ―21 ― l,b- = ―2n ― 1 nor b+ = 21 + 1,

b- =2n + ＼, where n and / are non-negative integers. Then every

operator Pq≫(pe [0,tt/2), is hypoelliptic as well as locally solvable at

(0,0).

(A2) Assume that either b+ = ―21 ― 1, b- = ―2n ― 1 or b+ = 2/ + 1,

6_= 2/2+1, where n and / are non-negative integers. Then every

operator P^,^ e [0,tt/2), is non-hypoelliptic as well as locally non-

solvable at (0,0).

The goal of the present paper is to derive corresponding results for the

family {M?e(-*/2,*/2)-

An important tool for describing the properties of {^}9,6(_7t/27t/2) *s tne s0~

called Stokes matrix [Tij{b,(p,C))＼j=＼(see section 1). In [2], [19], [20] this Stokes

matrix is used for precise description of branching of singularities for weakly

hyperbolic operators with finite degeneracy.

Among other results will be proved in the present paper we mention only

one which follows from Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 0.1. If one of the Stokes coefficients

(―7t/2,n/2), vanishes for all sufficiently large positive £,

L(p,(pe(―n/2,n/2), are non-hypoelliptic at (0,0).

Tn(±b,(p0, ),(pQe

then all operators
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Assumptions, toolsand philosophy of approach
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At first we want to describe the class of operators will be studied in this

paper. With an arbitrary (pe{―n/2,n/2) let us consider (0.3). The real-valued

function X e C°°([-l,1]) vanishes at t = 0 (A(0) = A'(0) = 0), while ＼)!{t)＼> 0 for

t # 0. In the following A' means dk/dt. Moreover, defining A(t) = Jofk{r) dr we

r≫noilt*>â.

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

^A-'erg-l,!]),

C0|vl(0/A(0| < 1^(0/^(01 £ CiW0/A(r)|

C2|lnA(0|^|/(0/^(0I^C3|ln^(0|</

for all / g [―1,1]＼{O},A:= 1,2,..., where d,Ck, and Q are non-negative con-

stants, Co > 1/2. It is easy to see that the condition (1.4) implies degeneracy of

infiniteorder. Moreover, (1.4) implies additionally

l{t) < exp{-so＼t＼~£i}for allt e [-1, l]＼{0}

with some positive constants £oand ei.

The condition |A'(/)|> 0 excludes difficultieswhich arise by oscillations of

the principal symbol near t = 0. Indeed, the result of [4] shows that in the case

of weakly hyperbolic operator without terms of lower order and which has

infinitely number of oscillations near t = 0 one cannot expect results of non-

degenerate theory.

If the equation L9u = 0 has lower order terms, then it is reasonable to

suppose Levi conditions. For La the Levi conditions are the following [241:

(1.5) c""" <ck
iawiUco

)

for all t e [-1, l]＼{0},fc= 0,1,..., where Q are positive constants.

To study Lyii ―f we transform Lv to an ordinary differentialequation with

a turning point of infiniteorder t ― 0. Following the approach of [25] two linear

indenendent.lv solutions u＼ and u*> of

(1.6)

of the form

{d/dtfu - X1{i)eli^1u+ b(t)^u = 0

ux(t,g>,£)= <&*≪% {ti9i^ Ul{u ^ ^ = e-^ma2u ≪
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are constructed in section 2, where a＼ and a2 are amplitude functions having

relations to suitable symbol classes (see Theorem 2.1).

We restrictourselves to the case £> 0. The case ^ < 0 can be transformed

to the firstone. One has onlv to studv

{d/dtfu - X2{t)e2i≪(-£)2u- b{t)<*{-Qu = 0

For the construction of these two solutions ≪i,≪2
we use the subsets

Zext{M,N) and Zint(M,N) of {(*,<*)e [0,1]x R+,}. Here J?+ := {£e R＼£>

M > 0}. Firstly,we consider the exteriorzone Zext(M,N) defined for some

positivenumbers M and N as

Zext(M,N) = {(*,£)e [0,1]x r£＼(Q > M, A(0(O > JVln(£≫.

Let r^ > 0 be the root of

(1.7) A(Otf)=JVln<£).

We carry out these constructions for all (9?,£)e Ze(M,N,5) is defined as

(1.8) Ze{M,N,5) = {(?,£) e (-n/2,n/2) x ^i|ln<0cos^ > (5}

with suitable positive constants M,N,S. This is enough for the consideration of

the degenerate ellipticoperator Lv in section 4.

A main tool to describe the construction of a＼ are the symbol classes

S{mum2}MfN = [a(t,(p,Z)e C°°(Ze,e;c,(M,iV,<5))|＼Dlt^a{t,(p^)＼

Here

Ze,ext(M,N,d) ={{t,q>,£)e [0,1] x (-n/2,n/2) xR+f＼

(f,0 e Zext(M,N) and (^,0 e Ze(M,iV,c5)}.

The amplitude function a＼ has a relation to S{m＼,ni2＼M^N.

To construct ≪2 we shall use the symbol classes (compare with [23])

S{mum2,m3}MjN = {a(t,(p,£)e C≫{Ze,ext{M,N,d))＼ ＼Dltlf^{t,(p^)＼

< cljP(tr-p2.(t)m＼A(t)/A(t)r+i}.

The amplitude function 02 has a relation to S{nn,m2,rn$}M N. For better

understanding of this symbol class we note that ae S{―l,―lJ}M N satisfies

＼a(L(p,Z)＼< CoMQMt))-1 < CodNMQ)-1-
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For further calculations we need
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Lemma 1.1. The function t$is as a smooth function of £,defined on R^. For

(1.9)
dtt JV(l-lnO

euk)

while for every integer k,k>l, the following estimate holds:

(1.10)

a*(*+i)
< ckrk

Proof. The firstformula is obvious, while the estimates for derivatives can

be proved by induction.

Taking account of (t£,(p,£)eZe>ext(M,N,8) we have data m,-(^,^,^) and

dtUi(t£,(p,) on t = t%.One can show that these solutions u＼,U2can be continued

with respect to / to the interval [0,?≪*].Consequently, (t,q>,£)e Ze:int(M,N,d).

Zeibtt(M,N,g)={(t,q>, ) £[0,1] x (~n/2,n/2) x tf+|

(t,£)g Zfa/(M, tf) and (p, 0 6 Z,(M, 7V,c5)},

where, Zint(M,N) is defined as

ZUM,N) = {(?,£)e [0,1] x j?£|<£)> M, A(r)(O < tfln(f)}.

The amplitude functions are satisfying estimates from Theorem 2.1.

In section 4.1 we follow the approach of [14], [17]. The construction of

Green's function is carried out. An estimate which leads to hypoellipticity will

be given in Corollary 4.1. In [17] we were able to express conditions for

hypoellipticity and non-hypoellipticity through the behaviour of b = h{t) (see

(0.2), (Al) and (A2) from introduction). This seems to be impossible for the

general differentialoperator L9.

An effective tool for the description of sufficient conditions for hypo-

ellipticity,local solvability,local non-solvability and non-hypoellipticity is the

so-called Stokes matrix (7^(6, ^≫,̂))fy=i- Let us define this matrix.

Suppose that we have constructed solutions u＼,uo of (1.6) with coefficient

b = b(t).Let us denote these by

(1.11) ≪?(*,?,0 = <**AV('.P,0, t4(t,9,Z)= e-≪*Wdi{t,9,Z)
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for t e [0,1], and

(1.12) urC.P.0 = ^A(V('^0, ut(t,9,Q = e^'^a^t^^)

for f e [―1,0]. Then the solutions ux and u^ can be continued as solutions of

ordinary differential equations for te[R, 1]. If we know that u^u^ are linear

independent solutions for f e [0,1], then it is clear that the continuations u＼c＼u^c

of u~[,U2 respectively, are linear combinations of w|,≪^. Especially, it holds for

t = 0 and i = 1,2

(i.B) ^-(-0,^,0 = r/1(fc,?≫^K(+o,9>,o + 7Q(*,?',0≪2 (+o.^0,

(i.i4) ariir(-o,^o = rn(^^05riij-(+o,^o + 7fl(*,^0^(+o,^0-

The elements Tij(b,(p,£)form the Stokes matrix. By the aid of some elements of

Stokes matrix sufficient conditions for hypoellipticity, local solvability, local non-

solvability and non-hypoellipticity will be given in Theorem 4.2, 4.4, 4.6 and

Corollary 4.2, respectively. A uniqueness property of T＼＼(b,q>,£)will be proved in

section 4.2.

It seems to be interesting to formulate the conditions for hypoellipticity,

local solvability, local non-solvability and non-hypoellipticity from [7], [14] by

the aid of the Stokes matrix.

2. Equations with a turning point of infiniteorier depending on parameter

We consider the linear ordinary equation

(2.1)

with parameters

order [15], [25].

{d/dtfu - X2(t)e2i^2u + b{t)ei^u = 0

{(piO e Ze(M,N,S). Here t = 0 is a turning point of infinite

Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions (1.1)―(1.5) there exists for all

(p e (―n/2,n/2) solutions u＼(t,(p,£),U2{t,a,£) having representations

(2.2)

The

(2.3)

functions a, are amplitude functions satisfying with suitable constants mi

(

Jtw
p

ai(t,<p,£) < Q,pAO

for all re [0,1] and (>,£)e Ze{M,N,8).

A proof of this result is deferred to the following subsections.
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2.1. Construction of formal asymptotic solutions in Ze,ext{M,N9fi)

Firstly, we are looking for formal asymptotic solutions

677

(2.4) yi(t^S) = ^AWfl,(/j9≫,O, yi{t^Q = e-&AMa2(t,9,Z)

with amplitude functions a＼(t,(p,£),ci2{t,<p,) developing in finiteexpansions

(2.5) fli

L
£

/=o

a＼,i a2 =

L
£

/=o

≪2,/

We seek for atj as solutionsof the following equations:

(ai,o), + *i(fKo

(a＼)k+i)t+ Ki(t)ai,k+i

(a2,k+i)t + K2{t)a2,k+i

where we have denoted

*(0 =
l'(t)+h(t)

71{t)

Moreover we prescribethe data

0 {a2fi)t + K2(t)a2,o

1

imtyp

1

i&uy*

K2(t)

(ahk)m

(a2,k)tP

Kit)-bit)

2A(0

o,

aifi(k,q>,£) =a2,o(T,(p,£) = 1, ahk+i(t?,(p,Q = a2,k+i{T,(p,£)

Hence we conclude for A:= 0,1,... the representations

<.,,≪,,,≪)=
r£'lW*,

<*,(≪,*≪=
/*<･>*

ahk+i(t,(p,£)

Ct2,k+l(t,(p, ) =

＼T
―L-

J, 2iX(h)e'f

fit

/ /
,v＼ K2(s)ds _

Moreover, the functions b＼k{t,(p,£)are defined by

(2.6) b＼At,(pA) =ai,k(t,(p,^)exp
ft

KAs)ds

)
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fulfil for it = 0,1,2,...

(2.7)

(2.8)

{hiMi (t,(p,£))t=-

1

2^>A(0
{{b^k{t,(p,Ci)tt-2Kx{t){bhk{t,(pA))t

-((tf,(0), + tf?(0)*i,*(',p,O},

Hence we have in Ze ext(M,N,8) for k = 1,2,...,the representations

biAt,q>,£) = -

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(0

(-

＼dt) ＼d(

hold for all

pkM)

(2.13)

(t P, 0

1
I 1

{(6i
|it_,(s,

q>,£)), - 2*{s)(bi,k-i{s, <p,0),

K2As))bx,k-X{s,(p,£)}ds

<Cki

(

A(0

< CkJ$
■p

)
flfc(u)

(pk(t,£)+ (ln(&rk)

<ckJ^rp(

N,S), where Po(t,

A*+1-'(s)

tt

by

ft

kit)

W,o, /#o,

and

when k = 1,2,

belongs to ${0,0}M N

2&i>

((*(*)),+

Lemma 2.1. The functions b＼^{t,(p,£)have the following properties:

For every k, and any l,p there exist constants Ckj, Ck,p, Ckj,p such that the

inequalities

b＼At,(p,£)

V

1 bitk(t,(p,£)

y

I bhk(t,(p,£)

G Zetext(M,

( 1 *-! r'

Proof. This follows,immediately

1) the function a＼(t, <p,£) exp

2) h(r^^)i>co(i+^r<5°

Ait)

0

A2(r)

― 1

dx

＼

ds＼

induction if we use (2.7) to (2.9)

Corollary 2.1. There are positive constants

Ki(s)ds

M, N, Co, Sq such that

)

foraH(f,p,OeZe,≪,(M,JM)
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Lemma 2.2. 1) Let P be a given positiveinteger number. Let us set

yi(t,<p,Q= e^9A^a＼(t,(p,^).Then for a sufficientlylarge L there exists an

amplitudefunction h＼L{t,(p,£,)satisfying

(
jp-£{t)<?≫e+b(t)<*fy = ^A≪/lw(^)

where hi,L(t,(p,Q exp (J' K＼(s)ds) belongs to S{R,-P}M^N.

2) Moreover, for every k and I and sufficientlylarge L = L(k, I)

(|)p^^.OexpM| K^dsJJ

Proof. With the operator

we have

if we use ai(t,<p,£)

hi,LU,g>^)

On the other side

44)

< Ck,pk(t,<*) for all(t,<p,0 e Z,ext(M,N,S)

=a+*<0+

1

2&i(Pk(t) dt2

(!t-x＼t)<?≫e+b{t)<*'£)yl

= 2<#M(0^e*A(')
1

2£e*Mt)

= 5ZL) a＼j{t,(P,£)-Thus

hir(t,<p,£)exp

{ai>L(t,<p,£))tt =

d:

(fli,z.(f, ?,£))≪

lbhL(t,<p,Z)expl-＼
Ki(s)ds) j

= {{bltL(t,q>, ))tt-2Kl(t)(bi,L(t>9>>Z))t
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Using Lemma 2.1 we conclude with a constant C

tft(hi,L(t,9,)aLpn Kitfds]]

^chL(

*

{

+

+
E

i=k

Finally, the

lit)

+

･L(t,

L-＼
£

i=0

I

kit)

0 £ Q,

A

n

W

^(s)

Ak(t

w

(

_J

)AL~k

A*+1-'(s)

ft
A2(r)

(

dx

(k)

it follows

dz
＼

ds

A2(s)

ft

Q.r

A2(r)

dx＼ ds＼

< c^^AfeM-Wig

definition

y+2

J Pkit

of t$ from (1.7)imply

< ck,L(MZ)f+2)d-L+kPk(t,Z)

have to show

<£<Wf>-'(

we conclude

£§)W≫-'

for / > 1

<Q,L,p(Z)-p[
k{t)

Pl&Z),

,0

X2(t)

A(0

1

AL(t)

<QAtrL(

1

A(0

AL~k(k)

L-＼ 1

i=0 J^

AL-l-＼k)

(/1(t)/A2(t))Jt< (1/A(^))

5!p,z.(^£)expM K^ds])

condition (1.4) and

djUfL(f,p,£)exp(J'K^dsj]

Then a sufficientlylarge L = L(k, I) gives the second statement for (t,(p,£)e

Ze,ext(M,N,S).

To prove the firststatement we

dJdjU,L(^flexpQr K^ds] j

Using (2.11),(2.12) from Lemma 2.1

tft%(hltL(t,9,?)&Lpn Ki{s)ds＼]

%(hltL{t,v,Z)ejLpn K^dsj)

A(0

<CL,p($)-p(pL(t,Z) + (＼n($)yL)
A2M
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Together with condition (1.4) and pL{t,Q < (＼n(£))~Lwe arrive at the first

statement if L is large.

Starting from the construction of ≪2,fcone can prove corresponding results,

where we have to define

(2.14) b2tk(t,9,Z)=a2tk{t,9,Qe-£Ka{a)*

Lemma 2.3. I) The

S{-k,-k,k}MN for k = 0

2) Setting

(2.15)

function b2,k{t,<p, ) belongs to symbol class

1

a2(t,(p,£) =

£*y('.f.≪)<Jr*W*

/=0

then there exist constants M,N,Co,So such that

(2.16) ＼a2(t,(p,Z)＼> C0(l +£)-* for all(t,(p,^) Ze,ext(M,N,S)

(3) There exists to a given L a symbol hi L{t,<p,Q satisfying

(2.17)
(^-P{t)fe

+ b{t)<≫£)y2=

where A2,L(f,P,Oexp(

(t,<p,£)eZe,ext(M,N,S).

e-^h2r{t,<p,Q

^ K2(s)ds^ belongs to S{-L,-L,L + 2}M^N for

2.2. Construction of exact solution in Ze^ext{M9N^S)

Let us look for exact solutions wi (?,$?,£), ≪2(?>^,£) of (2.1) for

(t, (p, 0 e Zeyext(M, TV, J) in the following form

u＼{t,(p,Q =y＼{t,ip, )v＼(t,(i>, ), u2{t,(p,Q =y2(t,<p,£)v2(t,<p, ).

Then we have

(- X2(t)e2i^2 + b(t)e^AUl(t,(p^) = >>i(*,p,f)d?i;i(*,p,f)

+ 25f7i (?,p, Qdm (t,p, Q + e^A^hhL(t, (p,0≫i (r,p, 0

This equation can be transformed to

d2vx

<
4-A

~dt

1 d ( 2 dvA

dt)dt2
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hi

where we use here the data v＼(t£,q>,£)= 1, dtv＼(t^,q>,£)= 0. Using (2.13) of

Corollary 2.1 it is possible to divide by y＼.Consequently,

(2.18) ≫i(*,?,£) +
I

,
a＼{s,(p,£)h＼ ,l{$,(P,£)

In an analog way one can

(2.19)

derive

v2{t, <p, ) + 02(5, v, Oa2,l(j, ?≫,̂)
Jr

(I g2fc*(A(j)-A(T))

a＼{x,(p,Q
dz

)
vi(s,<p,£)ds= 1.

/ fte-2ief{A(S)-A(z)) ＼

27 T＼―dz＼V2(s,(p,£)ds

= l -g(v, ) y22{s,(p,£)ds.

Here we have chosen data V2(T,q>,£)= 1, dtvi(T,(p,£,)= g(<p,£).

Thus let us consider both Volterraintegralequations.We prefer to study

instead of these equations the following ones:

(2.20) Wl(t,W,£)+

(2.21) w2(t,<p,£) +

for the unknown functions

/l (',?,£)

f

i;

Pi (t, s,(p, £)wi (s, q>,a ds =/i (t, w,
a

P2(t,s,<p, )w2(s,<p,£)ds = /2(*,P,0

wi ― Vi - 1 and with right hand sides

- r

fl{tMt) = -

Pi(t,s,q>,£)ds

I (PibwQ-gfaQMwZr2)*

Here we introduced the notations

Pi(M,P,f) = ai(s,<p,£)hir(s,<p, )

P2(t, s,(p, g) = a2{s, q>, )h2r(s, <p,£)

f

Js

e2Ze>*(A(S)-A(T))

-2$*(A(j)-A(t))

a22{z,q>,£)

dx

dx
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Lemma 2.4. For every non-negative integer r there exists a constant Cr such

(2.22) |JP;(M,^ai<Cr(lna-r, i = l,2,

for all admissible s and (t,g>,£)e Zeext(M,N,d)

Proof. For Pi we have due

P＼(t,s,<p,Q

＼/=0

to

bi,L(s,(p, )

x

Ife

Ji ＼/=0

(2.5) and (2.6)

w

h＼,L{?,<P

For (t,q>,£)e Zetext(M,N,6) we have

Re
a;

2^i(ji)*i+2^(A(j)

r
Kl(sl)dSl

･≫
)

2 ＼]/j:1(51)^i+2^>(A(,)-A(t)) ,

= -2Re
f
{^k{sx)-Ki{s{))dsi < -2Re

f
{^k{s{) - ＼Kx{s{)＼)dsx<0

Js Js

for a corresponding 8.

Using Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain the desired estimate after a suitable

choice of L = L(r).

In the same way one gets the estimate for iV The lemma is proved.

The right hand sides f＼ and fa of (2.20), (2.21) are continuous in their

arguments. Consequently, the solutions of (2.20), (2.21) can be written in the

fr≫fm

with kernels cot

CQitl(t,S,(p, )

=fi(t,(p,Z) +

= f2{t,(p,Q +
I

ca2(t,s,<p,£)f2(s,(p,Z)ds

= T,T=i ^v, where

-Pi(t, S, <p, £), COi,v+l (?, J, (P, £) =
[

a>i,i(t,0,<p,£)ooijV(0,s,(p,£)d0

But (2.22) implies ＼Wl(t,<p,£)＼< CmaxjeM|/i(j,p,f)l, ＼wi{t,<p,£)＼<

Cmaxse[ttT}＼f2(s, <p,£)＼.If we use the function g = g(<p, ) as a symbol of suitable

negative order, then ＼fi(s,p,£)l̂ Cr(In£)~r■
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To estimate derivativesof u,-we have due to Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 for all

(t,<p,aeZe,ext(M,N,d)

|d$t;,(f,p,0| < CltPtr(Q-pQnt)-r, l+P>l-

Thus we have proved the following

Lemma 2.5. There are solutions U((t, q>,£),i = 1,2, of (2.1) having for

(t,q>,£)e Ze>ext{M,N,S) the representations

Ml(*,?,£) = ^AWfll(f,9≫,0, U2(t,V,Z) = ≪-^AWfl2(r,^0-

77ie amplitude functions are satisfying with suitable constants m,-

＼dltd^ai(t,(p^)＼<Cl,p^r-p

for all /,/>>0,i = 1,2.

2.3. Construction of exact solution into ZejmiM^N^S)

In the first two steps we have constructed exact solutions mi,M2 in

Ze,ext(M,N,S). Using Lemma 2.5 and the definition of Zejext(M,N,3) we con-

clude that u＼(t£,(p,), U2(t£,q>,£),dtu＼(t£,(p,£),dtU2(t£,(p,£)are symbols. For

continuation into Zejnt(M,N,S) we can use straightforward approach.

Let p(t, £) be the positive root of the equation

p2-l-(£)l2(t)A-l(t)ln(Z)=0.

Then one can prove by (1.4) that

(2.23) ＼p(t,t)＼<cE(zy,
＼di)W;

for all (t,£)e Zint(M,N) and every

(2.24)
I

Jo

Furthermore, by means

H(t,£) =

of

PitA)

o

P(t,t) £Q,p,.(Qk-pp(t,Z)

positive e. Moreover,

matrix-valued

:

)

dt<K＼n{C).

functions

H-Ht&
0

and vector % :=' (^1,^2) := H{t)＼u,dtu) the equation (2.1)

::)

can be trans-



formed to

(2.25)

where

(2.26) J*= I

Every solution%(t

formula [61:

(2.27)
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d_
It

* = .≪/(*,?,{)*

pt{t,

X2(t)e2ii>£1p-1

OM',0

CO b{t)<*Zp-＼t,Z)

p(',()＼

0 )

685

<p,C) of (2.25) can be represented by the following explicit

*(*,p,0 =

Using the operator (Ir)(t)

*(*,?,£) =

*fe,O +

r

/
00

I' p

ds＼ ds2

dsijrf{s＼) ■■･ s/(sj *te,£)-

§} r(s)ds one can write (2.27) in the form

siIs4---I^Is4aU{u,0)

Lemma 2.6. There exist constants mt (i

(2.28) (-)
p

Wife, 9, Z)

1,2) such that for every p

< cp(tr->

hold for all(<p,£)eZe(M,N,S).

Proof. The estimates follow immediately from Lemma 2.5, (1.9) and

(1.10).

Lemma 2.7. Let i^i(t,(p,^)be solutions of (2.25) which are smooth con-

tinuations into Zejnt(M,N,d) of H(t,^Y(ui(t,g),^), dtUi(t,tp,£)),/ = 1,2. Then

there exist oositive constants m; such that

d_
It

(
)'(!)

holds for all (t, <p,£) e ZeM{M

Vi(t,<pA) £ CpAQm'~p

N, S) and p, I > 0.
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Proof. Let us consider the matrix-valued function

*(*,?,£):=/ +

00
£

1=1

sdlsd ■･ ･ 1st Is/ .

/

Taking account of Lemma 2.6 and (2.27) it is enough to estimate &(t,<p,Q and

its derivatives with respect to £ only. As a consequence of (2.23) and (2.26) we

have

(2.29)

where the

(2.24)

.≪*(*, p, 0

notation g(t,£)

< Ck(Z)-kg(t,£) for all(t,9,£)e ZeM(M,N,5),

= p{t,Z) +

<

00

£

/=0

Ptil

Pit..

1

/!

-f is used. Then it is clear that by

(c0 j%(j,O<fe)

00 1£i(C0JS:in(0)'

/=o '･

Further, for the derivative (d/d£)&(t,<p,£)we have

d

<

*{t,9,Z)

00

£

1=1

/ Is/... Is/Is/ Is/

/-I

+

00
£

/=1

< c(trl

s/Is/ ■■■Isdlsd I

/-I

SIM
+ g{k,£)

d^
dt

c£JK

/=o v Jt

+ ･･･ +

+

00

£

/=1

00

E

1=1

= (C)CoK

is/Is* ■■■Is/1 ― Is/

/-i

sfls/ ■■･Is^I^l
%

sd{tz, Q

(≪f

g(s, ) ds

Then one has due to (1.9)from Lemma 1.1

/-I

g(s, a ds

and (2.23)

)

g{kA) < C{£)-1



Consequently,

*(',?,£)
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£c(c,(c,r *■) {Ci~l fl/f
/
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<c{C)CoK-lHC).

All other derivatives can be estimated in a similar way. We obtain

||djrf(f,p,0ll< Cp(Z)CoK-p(ln(Z)y. Consequently, ＼＼^{t,(pA)＼＼< Cp{C)m'p in

Ze,int{M,N,5) if m > Co^. Together with Lemma 2.6 we derive the estimates for

derivatives with respect to £.

To obtain the estimates for derivatives with respect to t one has to use (1.4),

(2.23) and (2.25). The lemma is proved.

Setting now Ui(t,(p,Q ― ^{t, (p,Q/p{t, £) then ut can be represented in the

form

in ZeMt(M,N,S).

Using the definition of Zejnt(M,N,8) and Lemma 2.7 then at{t,(p,E)are

amplitude functions satisfying ＼dlt^ai{t,<p,Q＼<Ci^i{C)mi~pwith suitable con-

stants nii.Thus, the statements (2.2), (2.3) and consequently the Theorem 2.1

are proved.

Corollary 2.2. 1) The constructed solution u＼=u＼{t,(p,£)depends ana-

lytically on (p in Ze(M,N,d) x [0,7].

2) If g ―g(q>,£)depends holomorphically on C ―&l(pin Ze(M,N,S), then the

constructed solution U2:9 defined in Ze(M,N,d) x [0,T] depends holomorphically

on <T,too.

Proof, to 1). We have on t= t$

ui(tt,<p,Z)=yl(tt,q>,Z)vl{tt,v,Z)= e^^a^^^v^^O = J*AM,

L

+ ^A((t)t^(^.{)

e&'vMk)

(

)£

/=0

bi,{t£,(p,Q

/=0

L

1=0

)
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From construction of a＼:k(t,(p,£)we have analytic dependence on (p. The same

holds for bitk(t,q>,) and derivatives with respect to ip.Hence, the data u＼,dtu＼

depend analytically on <pon t = t%. But the coefficientsof equations are analytic

in (p. This proves the firststatement.

to 2). The statement can be proved by the same reasoning.

The considerationsin section 2.3 lead to an effectivetool for further

studies,namely to energy estimatesin Zeint(M,N,d).

Corollary 2.3. If u is a solution of (2.1) in Ze:int(M,N,d), then we have

the following energy estimate

(2.30) E(u)(tu9, ) < C(£)mE(u)(t2,<p,Z)

for all (fi,p,f), {t2,(p,Z)eZeiint(M,N,d). Here

E(u)(t,<p,Z) = Mt,(p,Z)＼2+ ＼dtu(t,<P,Z)＼2.

Proof. Setting % =l (Uu U2) =' {pu,dtu) then

E(u)(ti9,£) <E{qi){t,<p,Q = |l/i(^,£)|2 + |£/2(r,^)|2

£f?(t,Z)E{u){t,i>,Z)£(tfE(u)(t,ip,t).

The explicitrepresentation (2.27) for % = Ql{t,<p,£) and estimates (2.28), (2.29)

imply

E{%){tuq>,o < (z)CoK+lEm(t2,<p,t)

for all (t＼,(p,£),(t2,(p,£)e Zejnt(M,N,d). With the above inequalities we have

(2.30), where m - C0K + 3.

3. About the Wronskian W(≪i,≪2)

In the previous section we have constructed two solutions u＼and ≪2-Up to

now we have no information about the linear independence of these solutions,

especially no information about the Wronskian. Following the construction

scheme with g(a>,£)= 0 then one concludes the next result.

Lemma 3.1. The asymptotical behaviour of u＼, ui, dtu＼, dtii2 is in

Ze,ext(MiN,5) the following:



＼+ o(
■

))
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f' X'{s)+b{s) j / / 1 ＼ ＼

u2(t,9,t)
~e-*Wer-W*(l + 0(_^_

5,Kl(f,p,f) ~

))

V ^V) J

VfA(')

Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant

[O,l]xZe(M,iV,<S) the Wronskian W{uuu2)

(3.1)

Proof. It holds

W(uuu2)(t,(p,Z)

and due to Lemma 3.1

dsf
i + oC

689

£A(r)

JJ

m such that for all (t,tp,Q e

is an hypoelliptic symbol, that is

＼W(uhu2)＼>C(Z)m

= FF(h1,k2)(7>,£)

- m (r, ?, t)dtu2{T, g>,o - 5/Mi(r, 9>,̂ )≪2(r, ^, o

x(i + o(-L-)))＼ + ＼S＼(T))))'

Consequently, using ＼2£,ei<pk(T)+

This completes the proof.

Thus we have an estimate for W{u＼

suppose for the construction of U2{t,(p,£)

I'm
)(

km In

1

<0

a'(T)/HT))＼ > ＼U'(T)/X(T))＼and (1.7) we get

＼W(uuu2)(t,^＼ > C{C>e~Kk dslnA{s)ds> C(0^lnA^ > C(Qm

u-i) under the assumption that we

the initial condition dtV2(T,<p,£)=
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g((p,£) ― 0 in section 2.2. The statement of Lemma 3.2 is preserved if g = g(<p,£)

satisfies the estimate of the following corollary.

Corollary 3.1. Let us suppose that for all ((p,£)e Ze(M,N,d)

＼g{(pA)＼<C{C)m'm^＼

where m＼ and m are the constants from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.2,respectively

Then the estimate (3.1) remains valid.

Proof. Let u2,gbe the solution of (2.1) was constructed in section 2 by the

aid of initialcondition dtv2{T,(p,Q = g(<p,£)for v2 in section 2.2,in particular

"2,o= ≪2-Then W(u＼,u2,g) =ui(T,q>,£)dtu2s{T,q>,£)- dtu＼(T,(p,Qu2,g{T,tp,£)=

W(uuu2) + uxiTMtWT^QdMT,?,?) = W(uuu2) + <**AWai(T,ip,Q-

e~^e"PA^g(g),^).The assumption concerning g and (2.3) from Theorem 2.1 imply

＼W(ui,U2~)＼> C(T - CWfPCtf)1"-"11-1 > C(Cm.

4. About hypoellipticityand non-hypoellipticlty

4.1. Sufficient condition for hypoellipticity

Let us define Green's function G(t,s,q>,£)of

(4.1) (dldtfu - X2(t)e2i<p£2u+ b(t)ei<p^u = 0

by the aid of two independent solutions u(t,(p,),v(t,q>,£)of equation (4.1) as

follows:

(4.2) G(t,s;tp,£) =

(u(t

＼v(t
when

when

t > s,

t < s,

where u(t,q>,£)and v{s,<p,C) are satisfying

(4.3) 11(1,^,0 = K-1.^0=0 forallfetf.

Moreover, we suppose for the Wronskian

(4.4) W(u, v) := 8,u(t,<p,£)v(t,(p,£)- u{t,tp,£)dtv(t,<p,£)= ＼

for all t e [―1,1],£e R. By u+, u＼ we denote the solutions u＼and ui of Theorem

2.1, (1.11). In the same way we find solutions uj,^ for t < 0, (1.12). Pay

attention that A(t) and t change their sign simultaneously. For this reason uj,^

play the rule of ut,ut, respectively. Using the linear independence of (ut,ut),
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(ul,u2) respectively, the solutions u and v can be represented in [―1,1]x

Ze(M,N,$) by the following way

(4.5) u(t,<p,Z) -
{

(4.6) v(t,ip,Z) =

c＼_ (q>, Qtq (f, 9,f) + c＼_ fa Qu^ (t, g>,£) when t < 0,

when t > 0,

c? _ ((p,£K (?, (p, f) + 4 _ (p, ^)≪J (r, 9≫,0 when r < 0,

4
+(9≫,

Om+(^, tp,£) + <%+(<p, £)u%{t, q>,£) when t > 0.

Moreover, the functions u(t,(p,£)and v(t,<p,£)have to be continuously

differentiable.Therefore,

dtu(+0, <p,0≫(-0,9,0 " ≪(+0,p,£)d,≫(-0,̂,0 = 1-

Hence, we have seven conditions for the eight unknown coefficients.The con-

structions of section 2 guarantee that the one-sided limits of u^u^u^Uj and

their derivatives with respect to t exist in t = 0. The boundary conditions (4.3)

imply

cl^Qa-^-l^fy2^-1) = -4_fr,£te(-l,P,0.

Taking account of aj(l,^>,<^)=a^(―1,9?,<^) = 1 gives

Using this together with continuously differentiabilityof u and v in r = 0 we can

express c" _(<p,£),c" _(g>,£) by the aid of c"+(q>,£),namely,

4-(p.0 =

4-fo0 =

1

W{u7,iq)
K +(^)(<(+0,^)d,a2-(-0,^)

-a2-(-0,^^)5?a2+(+0^^))},

1

W(u7,tq)
K>>£)(M-o^)^K(+Q,^)

-al(+0,(p^)8ta^(-0,(p^)) + cu2+((p^)(a^(-0,(p^)dta+(+0,(p,O

-4(+o,^)^≪r(-o,^))}-

In the same way one can express c＼+{(p,Q,cv2 + {(p,Q by cv2_(<p,£,),where
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the corresponding denominator is FF(w|",w^)- In [0,1] x Ze(M,N,S), [-1,0] x

Ze(M,N,S), respectively, we have the estimate (3.1) for ＼W{u{,U2)＼ and

＼W{u＼,U2)＼.Setting the above conditions into condition (4.4) for Wronskian

gives

(4.7)

W(u, v)

= cl+(<p,04_(p, 0(W(+0,9, WtOi(-0, <p,Q - flj("0, V, 0dr<iJ-(+O,p, 0)

+ £#≪**<V0> ?> OK (-o, ^, oa,a2+(+o, ^, o - ≪+(+(),̂ , a^≪2-(-o, 9,0)

x (^-(+o, ^,o^r (-0.^.0-≪r(-o^.o^(+o, 9≫,o))= i-

In Ze(M,N,d) we have the estimates (2.13),(2.16) for aj"(l,p,f),aj(-l,p,<!;).

Consequently, if

in Ze(M,N,5), No real, then the term

<(i^^K(-i^,oK(+o,^^≪r(-o^5a-≪r(-o,^^4(+o,^o)

in parenthesis of (4.7) dominates the others. It gives the asymptotic behaviour

for the product tfi+(<p,£)cv2_(<p,£)~ e-2^(A(i)-A(-i)) in ze(M,N,d). Using the

construction of Stokes coefficientsfrom section 1 we have

But we can estimate W(t/j",m^")by (3.1). Thus the above condition is satisfiedif

and only if ＼Tn(b,<p,£)＼> C9(£)m°in Ze(M,N,8). Hence, we are able to prove

the following result.

Theorem 4.1. If for a given tp0e {―n/2,n/2) there exist constants C9o and

mo such that ＼Tn(b,q>Q,£)＼> C%(^)w° is satisfied for all £ with (q>Q, )e

Ze{M,N,5), then

(4.8) J-iUJ UJ UJ
p

G{t,s,(pQ,C) ds < Ci,klP(Qm≪-p
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for all £ with (q>0,£)e Ze(M,N,d) and all te [-1,1], where m9o is a suitable real

constant.

Proof. We can follow the reasoning from [17]. In order to estimate

j-i＼G(t,s,^0,^)＼ds we have to consider a lot of integrals. But the asymp-

totic behaviour of cys+(po,f)4_(po,f) ~ g-^W1)-^"1)), the property that

a^,a2,aj,a2 and their one-sided derivatives with respect to t are amplitude

functions satisfying the estimates (2.3) from Theorem 2.1 and the relations

between (%t+{(p0, ) and <%t+(<po, ),(%_((Po, ),(%-{<Po, ), respectively, 4_(po,f)

and Cj_($?0,£), c＼+((p0,£),C2+((pQ, ) imply that all the integrals I＼―Iia from

[17] can be estimated by C{Qmva. Hence, the assertion for J_2 ＼G(t,s,g>Q,^)＼dsis

proved.

The assertion for derivatives follows immediately if we use additionally to

the behaviour of u＼,14%,wj~,w^ that of their derivatives with respect to t and £,

too. The theorem is proved.

For study of hypoellipticity we need an estimate of J_j ＼G(t,s,q>Q,£)＼dsfor

large negative £,too. Thus means, we have to formulate in (4.7) a condition for

the firstterm of parenthesis

Corollary 4.1. Le? Ze(M,N,3) be such a zone that the Stokes coefficient

T＼＼satisfiesfor a given g>0e (―n/2,n/2) the estimate ＼T＼＼{± b,q>0,£)＼> Cn{C)m

for all (<pn,£)e ZP(M,N,S). Then

(4.9)
＼dt) Us ＼di

for all £ with (^0,£) or (p0,

suitable real constant.

0

G(t,s,<po,£) ds < ClXp{£)m*o-p

6 Ze(M,N,S) and allre [-1,1]. Here m<p is a

Now we have alltools for proving our resultabout hypoellipticity.

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 4.1 the operator

L9o = D2 + X2{t)e2iv°D2x- b{t)e^Dx

is hvpoellipticat (0,0).
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Proof. Let O c [-1,1] x R be a neighbourhood of the point (0,0) and let

the distribution u e ^'(O) be a solution of L^u ―f, where/ belongs to C°°(O).

We have to prove that there exists a neighbourhood Q.＼a Q such that (0,0) e

a,,Mer(ni).

The ellipticity of Ln outside of t = 0 implies w e C°°(f̂ 0).

Further, let i/je CCO(R) be such that i^(z) = 1 when ＼z＼< e while i//(z)= 0

for |z| > 2e. Then the distribution v ― ＼j/(t)＼l/(x)usolves L^0(i;) =f＼, where /i is

the distribution/i = i//(t)ilj(x)f(t,x)+ [L^0,^(r)i/r(x)]M and [Ln,＼l/(t)＼l/(x)]denotes

the commutator. The last term of f＼ has support in [―2e, 2e] x [―2e, 2e] and

vanishes outside of [―e,s] x [―£,e], while the first one is a smooth function.

It is known [12] that the structure of the characteristic set of Z^o implies

WF(u) c= {(*,jc;t,£)|' = 0,t = 0}. Hence,

WF(v),WF(fl)c:{(t,x;T,Z)＼t = Q,T = Q}.

Besides v,f＼ei'{Q). Therefore, there is a cone Ty ― {(t, <^)||t| > y＼£＼}and for

every N there exists a constant Cat such that

(4.10) ＼v^^)＼<Cn(1 + ＼t＼+ ＼^＼)-n,

(4-11) ＼fiM)＼ZCN(l + ＼T＼+ ＼t＼)-N

for all (t,£) eiy Now let us denote by Fc the cone {(t,£)||t| < 2y|f|}. The

property of y to be a distribution with compact support in Q implies that there

exist constants Mv, Cv such that

(4.12) ＼v(r,Z)＼<Cv(l + ＼T＼+ ＼£＼)M≪forall(T,£)e^2.

According to (4.10) one has for (t,£) eTy

WA)＼<ck{i + ＼x＼y＼

while according to (4.12) one has for (t,^)eTc with an universal constant Cv

＼v(t,0＼<Cv(1 + ＼t＼+ ＼Z＼)m"<Cv

Thus, we obtain

(4.13)

1

(i + M)*

<Lcv(i + wrkv + ＼z＼)M'+k

(i + |r| + ＼z＼)M≫+k

|≫(t,ai < CP(1 + |r|)-*(l + ＼Z＼)M°+k for all(r, 0 e ^2
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In the similarway one can prove for f＼the estimate

(4.14) I/^t.OI < Q(l + |t|)-*(1+ ＼Z＼)M*+kforall(t,£)gR2

695

The estimates (4.13) and (4.14) imply that one can regard these distributions as

elements v and/i of Ck{[-l,l];H{Sv_k)) and Ck{[-l,l];H{Sfi_k)), respectively,

defined as follows:

(4.15)

(4.16)

(v(t),(p(x)) =

(fi{t)Mx)) =

Now let us set (with a cut-offfunction x = x{£)vanishing when {(pQ,C)an^

((pQ,-C)$Ze(M,N,S) and equal to 1 outside of the ball|f|> M(q>0))

(4.17) (OpGM(,x)=^jj('

i
≫eC(H,l]xJ),

ei^-y)x(aG(t,s,(pQ^)w(S,y)dyd^ds,

with the Green's function G(t,s, <Pq,£)was constructed before, (4.2).This operator

can be extended to a bounded operator from C([―l,l];H^) into C2([―1,1];

H(s-m9 ))> where mn is the constant from the estimate (4.8).

It is easy to see, that

(4.18)

where

(OpG)Lnw = w-Kw,

Kw{t'x) =L
I

^^(≪.≫)(^o.0(l -*(£))*(', 0<*& wg C0°°([-l,l]x R),

is a smoothing operator. Therefore

belongs to C0°°([-l,1] x R). If we set in (4.18) w = v, then v = (OpG)/i +^y. It

remains only to consider (OpG)/2, where/2 = [L%,^(r)^(x)]M. Using ^ e <f'(Q)

we have the existence of a continuous function/3 with support in [―3e, 3e]2 such

that f2 = d^dffi. Moreover, /3 vanishes on BEn = {(x, t)＼＼x＼2+ ＼t＼2< e2/9}.
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Hence, we have for every k and for all (t,x) e Be/4

(OpG)/2 =
(-l)a+k

In
II
li―f^Mi ) W

Taking into consideration (4.9) v is smooth in some neighbourhood of (0,0).

Finally, this gives the smoothness of u in the same neighbourhood. The proof is

finished.

Corollary 4.2. Let Ze(M,N,d) be such a zone that the Stokes coefficient

T＼＼satisfiesfor a given (pQe (―tt/2,n/2) the estimate ＼Tu(±b,―q)Q, )＼>

Q(£)W° far all (-(po,£)eZe(M,N,d). Then L9o is locally solvable at (0,0).

Proof. By Theorem 4.2 the adjoint operator L* is hypoelliptic at (0,0).

But this means that Ln is locally solvable at (0,0).

4.2. Uniqueness property for a Stokes coefficient

In this section we want to discuss the following problem:

"The Stokes coefficient Tu(b,<p,£) is defined in Ze(M,N,S). If it vanishes

on some subset of Ze(M,N,S), can we conclude that it vanishes everywhere on

Ze(M,N,S)r

Theorem 4.3. If for a given g>Qe (―n/2,n/2) the Stokes coefficient

T＼i(b,(pQ, ) vanishes for all £ with (^0≫0 £Ze(M,N,S), then Tu(b,q>,£) vanishes

everywhere on Ze(M,N,d).

Proof. By definition T＼＼= {ux dtu~2- u^dtux )lW{u[,u＼). From (3.1) we

know that W{u＼,u~2) #0 on Ze(M,N,S). Due to Corollary 2.2 the functions

U2
g

and u＼g depend holomorphically on £= £,el<pin Ze(M,N,S). In the interior

zone we define for t e [0,t^＼a new solution of (4.1) in the form

w(t, <p,£) = d (<p,£)u+{t, <p,Q + C2{<p, Z)t4{t, g>,Q.

We want to assume that w(+0, (p,£) = 1 or 0, dtw(+0, q>,£) ― 0 or 1, respectively.

For the Wronskian W(w, u＼g) we obtain

- u+g(t, <p,0(Ci fa )dtut(t, ?, 0 + c2fa 0^(r, ?≫,0)



where
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Ci(?,£) = dtu+g(+Q,<p,£)/W(u+,u+) ifw(+0,^,O = l, or

Cifoo = -^(+o,^o/^(≪i-,≪J) ifw(+o,^,o = o.

From (1.13) and (1.14) we conclude

TWtn(b,q>, ) = Tn(b,q>,g)/Ci((p,£). Using

have.

697

that the new Stokes coefficient

estimate (2.16) for ut(t£,(p,£) we

By the energy estimate from Corollary 2.3

*≪,)(' = 0) = K,(+Q,^O|2 + |^(+0,^,O|2 > C<£p*K,)C = tt).

Let us fix an inner point Co = oel<Poe Ze(M,N,d). Using the last energy

estimate then there exists a neighbourhood C/(£o)such that jw^X+0,0>, £)|>

C> 0 or |d,≪J,(+O,p,£)|> C > 0 for all (p,f) e t/(Co)-

choose w(+0,97, <^)= 0, in the second m>(+0,(p,C) ― 1.

Mw,m+) ^0 and

In the first case we

In {/(Co) we have

Tw,u{b,<p, ) = {uxdtu＼ -u^dtul)/W(w,u^).

But W(w,U2) depends holomorphlcally on £e U(Co). By Corollary 2.2 the Stokes

coefficientTw>u(b,<p, ) depends holomorphically on £e £/({q),too. Moreover,

Tw,u(b,q>0, ) = 0. This gives TwM{b,(p,£) = 0 in !7(Co)- Consequently,

Tn(b,ip,Z) = 0 in C/(C0). Especially rn(Z>,^^0) = 0 for all (peUe{(pQ), e suffi-

ciently small. From Corollary 2.1 we conclude that Tn(b,q>,£) depends real

analytically w.r.t. q> for (tp,£o)e Ze(M,N,S). Hence, Tu(b,q>,£o)= 0 for the

same set of $?. By the same reasoning Tu(b,<p,£) = 0 in Ze{M,N,S). This

comn1et.es the nroof.

4.3. Sufficient condition for local non-solvability

Theorem 4.4. Let L9o, (p0 e (―n/2,n/2), be the given differentialoperator.

Let Ze{M,N,5) he such a zone that one of the Stokes coefficients

T＼＼{±h,-<pQ,£)= Qfor all£satisfying(―(pQ,C)e Ze(M,N,d). Then Ln is locally

non-solvable at (0,0).

Proof. We restrictourselves to the proof for Tn(-b, -<po, ) ―0. If L9o is

locally solvable in (0,0), then L9nu=f has a solution u e £^'(O) for every
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/ e Cq°(Q). Here Q is a subset of [―1,1] x R containing the origin. If co is an

open set with compact closure contained in co, then

(4.19) L I, fv dx dt <csUP y, ＼0&f＼**p E ＼D^Llov＼
cc+B<m ct+P<m

for allf,veC^(co), see [11].Functions which violate thisinequalitywill be

constructed.

For the constructionwe need the following auxiliaryfunctions(/= 1,2):

1) ti― tiix)are defined by the following equations:

N{ lnr2 = A(ri)r2, {Ni + T~2)lnT2- A{t2)t2, where N < N{ and JV is

for the definitionof Ze^ext(M,N,d). It is clear, that 0 < ?i(t)< ^CO

limT_oo r2(r)= 0.

used

and

2) Fjt ― Fizit) are cut-off functions with suppF2T c [^(t),^^)] and

3) gr = g{xp) are cut-offfunctions with suppgT cz t[1,2] and J^ g{xp)dp = x

Let us choose the function

where

u{t,-(pO,pT2) =

vT(x, t)

r< Tnl-b^n.P*2)

'x+

x+

<

x+

(-9?o,/?T2)M1c(r,-^o,^2) =

{-n,pT2)Tl2{-b, -^P*2)^^0^ -9o,rf), t > 0,

X+(-n,P*2)eA{t)pr2e~i90≪iA -Vo,pr2), t < 0.

The cut-offfunction x e Q0^) satisfiesj = 1 in a neighbourhood of (0,0). Using

Tn(-b,-(p0,Z)=0, (1.13) and (1.14) we have d)iqc = Tndl(u+, / = 0,l. By

Lemma 2.6 and (2.30) we conclude that

with some real constant mo. The assumptions concerning g and the fact that

Tn{―b,―<pQ,£) has polynomial growth in Ze(M,N,S) imply that yTGC^°(o)),

too. Moreover let us choose

fT(xj)=F}JT2x)F2M),
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where F＼:Z―FijT(t2x) are cut-off functions which support we shall fix later and

["L FLr(t2x)dx = T2. Then

L
fTvTdxdt =

L

x e

Ji?1 J*l g{Tp)FhT(t2x)F2M)x(x,t)e^x+A^sin^PT2

―A(?Wr2cosp0
a2,T^-9o,P^)x+{-?o,P^)dpdxdt.

From construction in section 2.1 we have

Using that

aJr,o(r'-^O>^2) =
ej, 2X(s) dS+l }, 2X(s)

as

00Z)<
t)*('>-P0,/>T2)

k=l

c
<

＼{t)p#

c

Nilnx2

in the zone N＼Inr2 < A(t)r2 < (N＼ + x 2)lnr2 it is enough to consider

a2r0(t,―g>Q,pr2).This term of formal asymptotic solution majorizes the others.

Conseauentlv.

fzvTdxdt
1

~ 2
e'C^*

[ [ f
g(rp)Fl,z(r2x)F2At)x(xj)

JRl Ji?1JRl

x ei(x+A(t)sin9o)pz2gi
J ' ^jffids

x e AdWco.*,
£*&%!&* ,

pt2 )df)dx dt

The new variable z is defined by z = A(r)sin^0 runs through an interval

[zi(t),Z2(t)] having length o(z~3). This follows from

|(A(ji) ― A(j2))sin^0| ^ r~4lnr2

for all s＼,52 e [ti(z),t2(z)].Now let us choose x e [x2(z),x＼(z)] with jc,-(t)= ―z,(t),

/= 1,2, and suppose that the support of F＼^{z2x) is contained in t2[x2(t),X|(t)].

Using lim^oo z,-(t)=0 for i = 1,2 the same holds for limT^oo xt(z) =0, too.

Consequently, [t＼{z),t2{z)]x [xi(z),x＼(z)] belongs to w if z is large. But this

guarantees that %(x,t) = 1 on [x2(t),xi(t)] x [*i(t),t2(z)) and x+(-<Po,P?2) = 1 if

t is large. The Levi condition (1.5) implies

r (T)lmb(s)

2X(s)
ds < Cln

Afc(T))
= Cln(i + (z2Niyl)
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for all tE [fi(T),f2(*)]-Hence,

lim e J< 2X(s) ― 1

for all t e [*i(t),^(t)]. Using the substitution y = x -f A(t) sin^0 the new variable

y rans through an interval [ji(t),yi{x)＼ around the origin with length o(t~3).

Hence,

i:m j^+AlOsin^o)^2 _ i iypx2 _ i
T―≫00 T―>00

for all y e [yi(r),yii?)] and pe [1,2]. It remains to estimate

e-A(t)pzJ-cos<poeJi―JIM―ds

From definition of ^-(t) and Levi condition (1.5) for b = b(t) we conclude

e-A(t)pr2cos<pQelX{s)£$b{S)ds>^e-2(Ni+z~2)lnz2cosg>OecInA{h{x))

-ClT V ?2 /

for all te{h{r):t2(r)} and /?e[l,2].

Using n F2>T(0 </f= 1, H, g{rp)dp = t and H ^^(xr2) Jx =

J Fi^^Ck- A(t) sin <po))dy= r2 then we obtain

(4.20)
(frvtdxdt

> Cxm

with a suitable real constant mn. Then it is easy to see that the function

wT(*, 0 =
f

g{Tp)eixpr2u(t, -(po,pt2)dp

JR>

solves the equation L* wr(x,t) = 0 in a neighbourhood of the origin. Therefore,

l;oXwt = [l;o,X]wt+xL;owx = C(t,x)Q(t,x,DhDx)wz{x,t),

where C(t,x) = 0 inside of some neighbourhood of (0,0) of the form [-£,e]2.The

inequality

(4.21) sup Y, ＼D*^l;qvt＼<Cnt-n

a+f]<m

follows from

＼DlD^wT(x,t)＼<CNz-N
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for all (x, t) belonging to supp L If f > e, then for all x

if
f

d(rp)(r2preix^(e-A^2e-lVoal(t,-9o,pr2))dpD≪D?wT(x,O = H)a

It follows for a + 6 < m

＼D^wx(Xit)＼<Cm
[

g(rp)(l+2T2y+e+mle-A^2 ≪>odp< Cn
mT-NJi

for every N. Furthermore if ＼x＼> e and 0 < t < e then for every k

h2x＼k＼DlI^Wr(xj)＼

<
f

t
sM^r

((|)V'We-^≪-%2y,,
-n,Ps))dP

= r2*
f

^'(£)V≪M)tf (≪-≪'≫^X(≫,-n,PS))dp

701

< r 2a+2fi+2m++k

respectively,

＼DxxD^wr{x,t)＼< CKmT2≪+2fi+2m2-k < CKmx2m+lmi-k

for all a,P<m and all k. It follows the desired inequality (4.21). Comparing

(4.20) with (4.21) the inequality (4.19) does not hold for/T and vx. In the same

way we prove the statement for T＼＼(b.―(pn,£)― 0.

Theorem 4.5. If for a given (pQe (―n/2,n/2) one of the Stokes coefficients

T＼＼{±b,-(pQ,^) vanishes for all£ with (-<po,£)e Ze(M,N,S), then all operators

L<p,(pe (―tt/2,7r/2), are locally non-solvable at (0,0).

Proof. It follows immediately bv Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

4.4. Sufficient condition for non-hypoelliptkity

In the previous section we have discussed local non-solvability of L9q if one

of the Stokes coefficients Tu(±h,-<p0,£) = 0 for all (-tpQ,£)e Ze(M,N,6). In

this section we shall prove a result of non-hypoellipticity under weaker con-

ditions concerning Tu( + b,a>n.£).
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Theorem 4.6. Let Ze(M,N,d) be such a zone that the Stokes coefficientT＼＼

satisfies

(4.22) irn^^l^/i^K2^ or ＼Tn{-b^Q＼ < %0,^"2A^,

for all £ with ((pQ,Q e Ze(M,N,d). Here h((pQ^) is a C -function having poly-

nomial growth together with allderivatives.Then Lan is non-hypoellipticat (0,0).

Proof. We restrictourselvesto the proof for Tu(b,q>Q,$).Let us choose

the solution

(4.23) u(t,(po,£) = <

Here x+=X+(9o, ) is a C00-function such that x+{<Po^)=R if {Vo,$)4

Ze(M,N:S) and *+fa>,0 = 1 for (^> M(^O).

The condition concerning T＼＼and the fact that Tn has polynomial growth

in Ze(M,N,d) imply

(4.24) u(t,(pOi£) =

X+(n,i)e^"^a-x, ISO,

where h＼_has polynomial growth together with all derivatives. We see that for all

?#0 u(t,<po,£) and dtu(t,(p0,£) belong to S. Therefore its partial Fourier

transform u is a solution of (0.3). Our goal is to show that under the conditions

of the theorem the point (0,0) e sing suppM.

For this reason let us choose a function ＼j/{x)e C^(Rl) with ＼j/= 1 in

a neighbourhood (-e,e) of x ― 0. Then (＼l/u)(t= 0) = (＼j/*u)(t = 0) =

J^j^M-o,^-{)</£ = L> W )x+{<Po,Z)al(-o>9o>*i-pdZ- Analogously,

d,{＼ltu){t= 0) = SRl iK<O*+(Po>Ofli1f(-o>0'o>'7-f)^- The integrands belong to

C00 w.r.t. t. Consequently,

N＼ Jbi Jo
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Now we have ^(*) = J^, e*ty(<*)rff= 1 and ^k＼x) = J^ eix^{iQk^)d^ = 0

for all x £(-e,e). Consequently, fRl$(Z)d£= 1 and ^,^(^^ = 0 for all

keN0. With thisproperty we conclude

(M(* = 0) (x+ai)(-O,(po,ri)

^Uot-o !
1
(X+ai){N+l)(-O,q>o,>l-pZ)dpdZ.

Now let us estimate the Inner integralof the second term. We have from
n w

for all f]> M(<po),p (0,1) and £e R1. Using Petree's inequality [13], that is

(i + ＼n-Ptf)ll2{m-N-l) < (i + ＼n＼2)l/2{m-N-1](i+ i/tfi2)'1/2*1"-"-1)!,

we conclude that if m . satisfiesm_ - TV - 1 < m≫. - 1, then

mL *fl(-o"+1

J-00

< C(^K)-1)

(x+<*I)iN+l)(-O,9o,1-pZ)dpdt

mm)NMm^dt

for all r＼> M(g>0) because of ＼j/(£)e S. But this gives

!(*≪)(*= 0)1 > ＼ai(-0,9Q,r,)＼- C<^Ko-D

In the same way we derive

＼dt(fu)(t= o)i > i^r(-o,^)i - c<#^o-o

for all t]> M((p0). Hence,

＼{fu){t= 0)| + ＼dt(fu){t= 0)| > Iflf(-0,^^)1 + |5r≪r(-0.^0,7)1 - C(^K>-D

for all ^/> M(^o). Using, finally,the energy estimate (2.30) from Corollary 2.3

we havp

*(≪;-)(* = 0) = ＼ai(-O,(po,ri)＼2+ ＼dta^(-Q,<p0,tI)＼2> CMf*
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for all n > M(q>n). Hence,

Uu)(t = 0)| + |dt(ifu)(t= 0)| > C(^>K

This is a contradiction to u,dtue C00 in (0,0). The theorem can be proved for

Tn(―b,(pQ,£) in a similar way.

Theorem 4.7. If for a given (pQe (―n/2,n/2) one of the Stokes coefficients

Tn{±b,<po,£) vanishes for all £ with ((pQ,£)e Ze(M,N,5), then all operators

L(p,(pe (―7i/2,n/2), are non-hypoelliptic at (0,0).

Proof. It follows immediately by Theorems 4.3 and 4.6.

4.5. On the Stokes matrix for our starting example

We have formulated by the aid of Stokes coefficientssufficientconditions

for hypoellipticity,local solvability,local non-solvability and non-hypoellipticity.

These conditions are basing on the representations (2.2) with suitable properties

of Theorem 2.1. These representations we have obtained by construction in

section 2.

Of course, all above results hold if one can propose another construction

principle which leads to representations (2.2) with the same properties. For

example, for (0.1) a construction is given by theory of special functions in [17].

Indeed, the calculation of Stokes coefficients for (0.1) basing on the repre-

sentations

u+{t,<pA)= e-^e'mtW(l - a+,＼-2&*e-^)

where <x+= (1 + b+)/2, <x_= (1 +b-)/2 and

＼(a,l;z)
1 f(°+)' e--r(l-oO

lilt Joo^

e-ztf-l(l + ty*dt

(―n/2 < (p+ argz < n/2, aigt = <p at the starting point, F(a) is Euler's function

[3], T is a solution of the confluent hypergeometric equation), leads to the

following results:
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a) under the assumptions of (Al)

＼Tu{b,9,Q＼ > C,<$-＼ ＼Tn{-b,(p,Q＼ > C,{R-＼

＼Tu(b,-<p,Z)＼ > Cf(Q-＼ |r,i(-5,-p,£)| > C,(£)-＼

b) if b+ ― 2n + 1, b- = 2/ + 1, where n and / are non-negative integer, then

Tn(b,i>, ) = 0 for all (q>,{) e (-n/2,n/2) x (0, oo),

c) if b+ = ―In ― 1, b- = -2/ - 1, where ≪ and / are non-negative integer,

then Tn{-h,<p,Z) = 0 for all (tp,£)e (-n/2,n/2) x (0, oo).

Consequently, the application of Theorems 4.2, 4.4, 4.6 and Corollary 4.2

gives us:

1) under the assumptions of (Al) every operator Pv is hypoelliptic as well

as locally solvable at (0,0),

2) under the assumptions of (A2) every operator P9 is locally non-solvable

as well as non-hypoelliptic at (0,0),

3) the statement of Theorem 4.3 holds in the exceptional cases b) and

c) because of Tn(b,q>,£) = 0 or Tn(-b,(p,£) = 0 for all (?>,£)e

(-n/2,n/2) x (0. oo).
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